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ABSTRACT

This chapter discusses several models of integrating information literacy instruction into computer-mediated learning processes on university campuses with an eye towards the sustainability of each model, its advantages and limitations, as well as its demands on both personnel and the institution as a whole. We strive to provide professionals with the insights to make informed decisions suitable for their context in terms of pedagogical outcomes, organizational resources, and technology infrastructure.

INTRODUCTION

Information literacy (IL) instruction refers to teaching students how to design a meaningful research process for themselves that meets the information needs of a specific project or assignment. The skills necessary for the effective, competent, and ethical use of research materials have been codified as information literacy standards by the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL). These standards include the skills of individuals to “recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information” (American Library Association [ALA], 1989). The definition of information literacy is relevant well beyond the academic context, because it encompasses lifelong learning, as well as any other personal research pursuits. Higher education, however, offers a research-intensive context for students, making universities the perfect environment for teaching information literacy skills, thus
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providing students with the conceptual tools needed to achieve academic excellence and to develop research habits that will enable self-directed learning throughout their lives.

ACRL last reviewed the information literacy standards in 2000, and the standards are currently being used as the foundation of information literacy programs in academic libraries throughout the United States. They have also been endorsed by the American Association for Higher Education and the Council of Independent Colleges (ACRL, 2010). Educational accrediting bodies, too, have come to recognize the fundamental and inter-disciplinary nature of information literacy skills. For example, the Middle States Commission on Higher Education, the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, and the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools have all incorporated information literacy as a key component of student learning (Yang, 2009, p. 684).

Given the central role of information literacy to student learning across the disciplines, special attention ought to be brought to the manner in which academic librarians incorporate such instruction in the ever-increasing number of courses offered online and within hybrid courses that offer varying degrees of computer-mediated instruction. A conceptualization of various integration models that together comprise an agile information literacy program can aid librarians, subject faculty, and administrators in navigating the pedagogical and organizational choices involved in creating a rich, student-centered learning experience in relation to information literacy skills. Each model constitutes but one facet of an information literacy program that enables students to become better researchers and life-long learners.

Traditionally, information literacy instruction has happened within university classes at the request of a specific subject faculty member, who invites a librarian to teach a research session relating to a course assignment. The librarian’s teaching objectives have focused on a few key information literacy competencies, such as generating appropriate keywords for a topic and finding relevant information in the library catalog and databases. Rapid technology changes, along with an abundance of information available both freely on the web and in databases subscribed to by the library, have highlighted the need to find ways of teaching all information literacy competencies, including the evaluation of resources and their ethical use. In effect, changes in the research context have shifted librarians’ focus from teaching tools and strategies to teaching the overall research process and the critical thinking skills needed to manage it. Integrating information literacy instruction into subject courses necessitates approaches that go beyond the traditional one-class visit.

Classroom-based instruction uses traditional pedagogies to teach a computer-mediated research process that encompasses digital versions of materials and diverse interfaces for accessing both physical and digital collections. The explosion of online publications and digitized versions of print publications increase the need for information literacy skills. Computer-mediated research introduces the need to understand how the print world is structured and to then apply critical judgments to digital publications based on that knowledge. Students required to use peer-reviewed scholarship in their research assignments, for instance, might be faced with online texts that look visually similar to many free websites, but which in fact constitute the online versions of articles published in peer-reviewed, print-based journals. Computer-mediated communication (CMC) and its attendant technologies have transformed the research context by offering immediacy of online access combined with the added burden to be all the more discerning and knowledgeable in selecting appropriate sources of information.

In addition, web-based information literacy instruction poses further pedagogical challenges in teaching the complexities of the research process, not only by introducing CMC technologies into teaching itself, but also by positioning library faculty as embedded visitors within online learning
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